[PLEASE READ ALL THE REPLIES ON THIS THREAD AND KEEP UPDATED, AS THERE ARE MANY IMPORTANT REPLIES FROM OTHER FELLOW SATANISTS AS WELL.]

Over all these years, the reason we have been warning people to get themselves to meditate, are for strong reasons of safety and prosperity. The universe has laws, and these unalienable laws are the reason for this.

Yes, I know, most of the world right now, is in this bubble where most people literally spend 10 years trying to articulate the most stupid subjects. But there is this thing that can happen in this world and it's that one day, bad things arrive.

World events DO NOT display a positive direction. I don't want to bring anything like this in front of anyone, but if I do not, then one might be unprepared. I am not a politician that asks to get elected because of lying to you and tells you there are sweet rainbows that we all can eat in the skies.

We must live with responsibility of others in mind, and do what our powers allow to help our own.

When these situations arrive, people have almost nothing to hang onto, except of their own inner strength. The thing I hate the most is to be the harbinger of bad news. But the way this world is going, if one doesn't say this, then one is a liar.

I have a hard time relating the Truth to a world that is literally swimming in lies all day. Nowadays, people even lie to themselves about their literal "gender studies, muh reddit, muh whatever pointless drivel insert 2022 dogshit here". We live in a stupid world where every stupidity is taken "seriously", and such a world cannot fare into anywhere positive.

We have gone on the far end with all of this as a civilization, and we have become weak. The enemy's moves are onto a weakening and stupid population, and they know it.

The above disallows me for short-term optimism, but I have long-term optimism. What do I mean by this? We will grow as a world out of this process.
But until we get there, there will be suffering as we have explained. HPS Maxine did not come to tell you these things for nothing years ago. She also spoke about the ever-rising potentiality of a large-scale war, created by the enemy to keep people distracted.

Objectively speaking, as the Globalists are now without any political opposition, one can reasonably assume they have already agreed to either do this or do other worse things, that might have to do with borderline war, but might include all the ramifications of a war.

The last 2 years we lived, paralleled a war a great deal. Now, the escalation of this in world affairs brings us closer to this event which clearly nobody desires to happen.

The echoes of war will now start mobilizing people into action and what is worthwhile out of this mess of the human species will wake up.

Satan and the Gods provide a gateway out of this, and the reason they place so much emphasis on meditation and advancement of the spirit, is not because of them, but because of you. Of course, most people deny these things until disaster hits the door. By the time disaster hits, it is already too late in most cases.

We can see nothing out of the ordinary or expected from the enemy in the events in Ukraine. After brutalizing the planet with the exaggerated flu, we also have this other part of the agenda which is their final frontier: To cause wars.

I told you months ago, that the fiscal ramifications this exaggerated hoaxing would bring, is clash of Nations. The clashes happen in these times through fake and unsubstantiated pretexts.

Has not HPS Maxine told you for years this would occur at their maximum exposure? We have told you, and this is where we are. We are literally sitting on the edge of a sharpened sword here.

Regardless this is not a "we told you so" type of post, because this is of not much importance now. I hope people have prepared with meditation and have bolstered the spiritual defense on them. What is important is for every Satanist, in relation to the Nations involved in wars, to get out of:
1. Potential war zones [Ukraine/Russia border cities ESPECIALLY] and places of interest for wars. It might not be a certainty one might get killed there, but abuse or mental damages will incur if one stays there.

These of interest would include capitals [in certain places related in the next paragraphs], borders, places where power plants or other things that might be interesting for wars [such as energy plants] are present.

2. If you get drafted or anything, we cannot reasonably advise you to go to the front. I cannot reasonably advise an SS to go die over the enemy induced mess.

Under other circumstances, I would also go first and foremost, as I don't want to live in a world where people have only wars over their "gender studies, muh social media, muh muh muh" and other absolutely worthless "It's 2022" nonsense. I would prefer death over the dishonour of seeing my civilization collapse into the bullshit that it is actively going into.

There is also currently, no moral, spiritual, or any other form of importance in this "war like" events. In other words, sacrificing one's life and the potential of you becoming a spiritual being that can help actively through the JoS to turn this situation around, is not a good trade.

Any "War" and similar circumstances the enemy is bringing up, will be for no reason other than the beefs of the Jewish Globalists, or the Great Reset of Klaus. I will die for the Gods, our side, and for a better world, or for my people and the chance to get a better world, NOT for the enemy to get a quick laugh on our people getting into a meat grinder.

In order for us to win in the long term, our precious people have to live. We are few and handful, like gold inside a sea of dust. How many in this world can do an RTR? Not many. How many at the same time can hold a gun? Basically, most people.

Any Satanist must refuse the tradeoff of their own life for this jewish worldwide mess, by any means necessary. We must live to destroy the enemy and make things better, so these terrible events like these wars become a thing of the past through us.

With Spiritual Satanism, there IS hope to bring the boat around, and we have been doing this. Our lives are therefore precious and valuable. If you are forced to participate into any of this, stay out of anything that might kill you.
Therefore: No matter what happens, focus on LIVING through it. The rest is mere details in situations like this. Our ancestors have been through x100 times worse and they survived. We can, too.

3. There is only one rule of thumb in wars and war-like situations. The mere idea is to survive. Do not think about the premium food of your jellyfish and other bimbo nonsense. Have your head on the ground. The people who are like this in wars are the first to die. Sacrifices for life are a necessity.

4. The Nations involved are run by the jews. Therefore, you must be the first vector of your support, with your family and maybe close friends. But believe nothing and have faith only in your own primary help. Expect little help from them.

To give an even more bitter pill, the Jewish Yamulke wearing jew that runs Ukraine, is clearly incompetent and will likely allow it all to slide. Clearly, his reign is going to be over in Ukraine.

Ukraine's best bet is its own military and its own people, which unfortunately, will also be under terrible presidential guidance.

To go one step further, I have a difficult time thinking the Jew who was at the center of attacking Trump and doing all these scandals, isn't literally a jew that has been commanded on exactly what to do in order for Ukraine to experience major damage.

If the situation escalates, I cannot see easily that Ukraine will fare good under this kike's leadership. Even NATO cannot reasonably protect from the mess of a state president. One cannot reasonably expect a positive outcome out of this, nor I can be falsely optimistic that it will all go very well.

5. Money should NOT stay into banks at this time, if you are in an afflicted area. Only keep what is necessary for your digital transactions. In many places in Europe, people are so stupid that they are only using digital cash now. This is great and all, but if situations move past a point, "Digital" might go off the window for a while.

If you have "Savings" and you are in the affected areas, go and withdraw, but do it carefully [to avoid the potential of being robbed]. Go very early in the morning, earlier than anyone, as there will be lines and lines of people in banks if this occurs. If you are first in this, you will save your life.
The rest should be on cash and on your hands. Banks can confiscate money during these periods, or lock things. Nothing can lock cash, and no matter how far this goes, it will be necessary to have cash.

When the situation calms down, then you can put your money back, after you are certain that the situation is again safe.

6. Arrange priorities and move if necessary. When I tell people in the areas of danger to move away, until things cool off, that is so that you don’t wake up in one morning and have to make a choice of your life over other things you might leave behind. The worst outcome of any choice is to give out your life.

Good areas to live by in these times: Areas where hospitals are nearby, tourist places where there is literally no regional or tactical importance in a Nation, remote villages, and if you stay in any Capital, not close to Governmental buildings, as coups and other things like this might occur.

7. For those in neighbouring countries such as Poland, Sweden, Finland and so on - you need to be on edge and have a plan to leave/relocate *IF* the situation further escalates. If you are already in a safe place, then do not worry. It won’t happen in like one day, but you must be checking the news and see what is going on actively. Be AWARE during this time and don’t be caught in your own sleep.

8. Spiritual disciplines relating to protection and cleaning must be done x3 during this time. I cannot overemphasize the importance of these. If you have these, even if you find yourself in a disaster situation, you might get saved.

9. Lastly, before anyone panics and thinks the end is here, it is NOT here, and this is NOT the end. In other words, life, even during wars, continues, but on very high difficulty, lock-downs, a lot of pressure, and enduring a lot of loss. The closer to the epicenter, the worse.

Works do continue, jobs continue, existence continues. How one must imagine this is like the Quarantine but on x10 steroids. Except, compared to a weak bullshit flu, you are sheltered in place for actual dangers. I will address every question

I can to the best of my ability in the comments section.
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